


I've been playing one slot machine  
all evening and it hasn't paid out yet.  

It must be due for a win. 



All machines are programmed to pay out  
at random. Each spin is random and 

unaffected by prior results. 



I'm trying to decide on a strategy for picking 
numbers to bet on while at the roulette wheel. 
I know the last 10 winning numbers. I plan to 
avoid them since they won't win again for a 

long time. 



The odds remain the same no matter what 
numbers have come up in the past.  

With every spin, every number has an equal 
chance of winning. 



If I play long enough, eventually I can win 
back all the money I've lost. 



The longer you play the more money you’re 
likely to lose. “Chasing losses” almost always 

leads to bigger losses. 



I'm playing Craps and I just rolled "snake 
eyes". On my next roll, I am no more or less 

likely to get snake eyes again. 



Each roll of the dice is an event  
independent of any other. 



Holding my lucky rabbit's foot, crossing my 
fingers, or blowing on dice will improve my 

chances of winning. 



Lucky charms and rituals may be fun and help 
you enjoy the game more, but they won’t 

increase your chances of winning. The 
outcome of any game is always random and 

always unknown. 



I'm an experienced card player so I may make 
better decisions and have a better chance of 

winning than a beginner. 



While skill and experience may help to 
improve your odds in skill-based games such 
as poker, you still cannot control the cards  

you are dealt or how other players will  
play their cards. 



Sitting in the same seat each time I play will 
improve my chances of winning. 



Having a ritual may be fun and help you enjoy 
the game more, but it won’t increase your 

chances of winning. The outcome of any game 
is always random and unknown. 
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